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Crown of Vengeance begins a new epic fantasy saga from New York Times and USA Today

bestselling authors Mercedes Lackey and James MalloryShe is the unwanted spawn of a mad king

and queen, her lands lost before her birth; her familyâ€”her very nameâ€”erased from history. Cursed

by many, yet protected by an even greater curse.She was born on a night of storm and terror, raised

in protected concealment, then banished from the only home she had ever knownâ€”an ancient

enemyâ€™s final stroke in a war begun centuries before.Secret studies of hidden lore reveal the

truth of the prophecy that heralded her coming. Dark dreams teach lessons of war and duty, of

strategy and magecraft, that she could not learn in a thousand lifetimes. She does not have a

thousand lifetimes. She has just oneâ€”and time is running out. For the prophecy spoke not just of

her, but of a great Darkness that would destroy the elven kingdoms. A Darkness that is coming ever

closer.She is Vieliessar Farcarinon and she must save her people. Even if she must shatter custom

and destroy the world she was born to rule.
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â€œA thoughtfully created world, engaging characters, and a tighter plot than many fantasy epics

make this new novel a must-have.â€• â€•VOYA on The Phoenix Unchainedâ€œLackey and Mallory

combine their talents for storytelling and world crafting into a panoramic effort. Filled with magic,

dragons, elves, and other mythical creatures, this title belongs in most fantasy collections.â€•

â€•Library Journal on To Light a Candleâ€œDelightful.â€• â€•Booklist on The Outstretched Shadow



--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Mercedes Lackey and James Mallory have written the Enduring Flame trilogy, which includes the

New York Times bestseller The Phoenix Transformed, and the Obsidian Trilogy: The Outstretched

Shadow, named Best Science Fiction, Fantasy, and Horror by VOYA; To Light a Candle, a USA

Today bestseller; and When Darkness Falls, a New York Times bestseller. Lackey lives in

Claremore, Oklahoma. Mallory lives in Baltimore, Maryland.Mercedes Lackey and James Mallory

have written the Enduring Flame trilogy, which includes the New York Times bestseller The Phoenix

Transformed, and the Obsidian Trilogy: The Outstretched Shadow, named Best Science Fiction,

Fantasy, and Horror by VOYA; To Light a Candle, a USA Today bestseller; and When Darkness

Falls, a New York Times bestseller. Lackey lives in Claremore, Oklahoma. Mallory lives in

Baltimore, Maryland.

Having read both the Enduring Flame and Obsidian Mountain trilogies, I was intrigued by the back

history of Valiessiar Farcarinon, who is referenced in them. I found it a very engaging story, difficult

to put down. It is interesting to compare those original elves to the "modern" ones depicted in the

new series. Farcarinon is obsessed with revenge and the prophecy about the Endarkened. The

background about He Who Is clarifies much that was mentioned in the Obsidian books. It is a brutal

story about a brutal people, far removed from the placid elves of the other books. It is a very

enjoyable addition to the legendarium. I look forward to the future books in this Dragon Prophecy

series.

Finally after 4 years! Dragon Prophecy 2 is coming out 10-24-17, I struggled with the first book at

first but things finally started flowing, I loved the first Trilogy, the Outstretched Shadow, the second

trilogy , the Phoenix Unchained was also a bit of a struggle. But in the back of my mind I always

wanted to know how these started, how the First King, the first bonded pair, the first mage, how they

came to be. Well we finally get our answers. I sincerely hope that the third book doesn't take as

long. Because I was beginning to wonder if he was going to be Jean Auel, 10 years between each

book.

I absolutely love this book. In my opinion, it is the best of the three Obsidian Mountain trilogies. A lot

of people seem to be complaining about the elvish names, which seems a bit silly to me. Is no

worse than any book set in a foreign setting, and would be just as difficult for English readers if the



names were Arabic or Japanese. The names are beautiful, and easy to read one you get into the

story. To be honest, a lot of Mercedes Lackey's books on her own read like young adult novels. This

one is written for adults, and is epic in scope. I don't know it that's due to the story they are trying to

tell, or if it's Mr. Mallory's influence, but it is excellent. In my opinion, this is the best novel with Ms.

Lackey's name attached.The story itself is fantastic. You can see hints of the elves of Kellen's time

in the culture, and knowing the bare bones of Viellesar's story doesn't diminish the telling of it.

Characters had very long elfin names impossible to remember same character had nicknames as

well. Too difficult to follow. Eventually I gave up trying to keep track and tried to figure out what side

they were on by the events and main 3 characters. I didn't enjoy all the battles. First part of the book

was better but than it was one battle after another. I love Mercedes hacker's books including the

ones written with Steven Mallory. I've read them all. If you read this plan to keep detailed notes on

who is who. I have it 3 stars. Not sure why they made the names so impossible and added

nicknames to the confusion. I feel like I missed half of the story because of it.

Very disappointing writing from Mercedes Lackey. I've read many books by Mercedes Lackey and

they all were very good with outstanding character development. There is something very lacking

from this story and I have stopped reading a little more than half way though.

Such an amazing book. I have loved this author for decades and each new book I read just reminds

me why!

The Mercedes Lackey/James Mallory combo produce good books. They are much darker and

convoluted than Lackey's other books, including those she collaborates with other authors. I

sometimes feel I am slogging through them. I think the real difference is these books show the

darker side of the character's personalities and less of the bright hopefulness of the others.

I'm a long time fan on M. Lackey, her books are enjoyable, easy to read and positive in their outlook

on life. Her collaboration with James Mallory has clearly resulted in a crisp distinct world with great

stories to tell.Lackey has always taken a slightly darker more adult approach to the fulfillment of the

Elvish mythology. The latest development in her world of "wild magic and the forces of dark" has

brought a new face to her own take on elves, showing a more petty, stratified, flawed society driven

by rigid structures and stifling traditions. The fact that her character is driven to break those



traditions out of necessity rather than driving (out of some uncommon sense of nobility) societal

change "because of the greater good" only brings an even more believable depth to the characters

in her story.
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